“It is essential for libraries to have the Contemporary Authors series”
— American Reference Books Annual 1999

EXPLORE THE LIVES OF TODAY’S MOST INFLUENTIAL VOICES

Contemporary Authors helps researchers discover biographical details on approximately 116,000 modern novelists, poets, playwrights, nonfiction writers, journalists and scriptwriters. Current writers, as well as the most-studied literary figures of the early 20th century, and authors from around the world are featured in this award-winning reference resource.

In many cases, information provided by the authors themselves is used to create sketches for Contemporary Authors. In instances where an author is deceased or direct responses to questionnaires and query letters are unavailable, details are drawn from published interviews, feature stories, book reviews and other materials provided by the authors’ publishers.

IDEAL FOR A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS

Continuous access to current biographical and bibliographical data on modern authors makes Contemporary Authors the ideal starting point for diverse research needs:

■ Beginning source for researchers interested in 20th and 21st century authors
■ Student source for classroom research, homework and reports
■ Great source for book clubs, general information on favorite authors
■ Professional source for businesses (journalists, embassies, legal departments) seeking author background information

POWERFUL FUNCTIONALITY ENHANCES RESEARCH

Contemporary Authors’ simple-to-use interface with onscreen instructions serves first-time searchers as well as more experienced researchers. Additional benefits include:

■ Search by author, title, subject, genre and full text

The main search page offers a variety of search options

The database includes bio-critical entries on more than 116,000 authors
FREE TRIAL

Contemporary Authors® is available for a free trial. Please contact your Gale Representative. In the U.S. and Canada: 1-800-877-GALE or visit www.gale.com Outside the U.S. and Canada: Visit www.gale.com/world for a list of Distributors and Sales Offices.

- Combine criteria for complex searches — very broad or very specific
- Contains only the most complete and up-to-date entry
- Data updates are continuous, providing the most current information on authors available anywhere
- In addition, users who subscribe to Contemporary Literary Criticism® Select, Contemporary Authors® and/or Dictionary of Literary Biography® can cross-search the databases simultaneously

CURRENT PROFILES OF POPULAR WRITERS

The most informative and sought-out source of biographical and bibliographical data on contemporary writers provides coverage of:

- Current writers of fiction, nonfiction, poetry and drama whose works have been issued by commercial publishers, risk publishers or university presses
- Prominent print and broadcast journalists, editors, photojournalists, syndicated cartoonists, screenwriters and more
- Literary greats of the early 20th century whose works are popular in today’s high school and college curriculums

SCOPE OF CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS

Contemporary Authors contains the most recent, complete author entries from the following sources:

- All print volumes of Contemporary Authors
- All print volumes of Contemporary Authors New Revision Series
- Contemporary Authors Permanent Series, Volumes 1-2

WHAT YOU’LL FIND

Contemporary Authors provides comprehensive information on authors from all genres. The following elements may be included in a Contemporary Authors sketch: author's name; contents; genre; personal information such as the author's date and place of birth (city, state, and/or country) and family data, including parents, spouse(s) and child(ren); photographs; autobiographical essays; pseudonym; nationality; ethnicity; education; political preference; religion; avocational interests; addresses; career summary; memberships; awards and honors; obituary notice; links to recent news about the author; Contemporary Authors Interviews; and biographical and critical sources.

Entries cover each author's life and career in detail

Search criteria appear at the top of easy-to-navigate search results